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As we wait with sweet anticipation for the silver lining that the next 

year will bring, it’s critical that we do not lose our focus, resolve, and 

passion to explore the world. 2021 is poised to be the year when our 

resilience pays off — the year when travel restrictions are projected 

to significantly relax, giving way to an unprecedented uptick on 

international travel.

 

We are looking forward to days spent winding through the German 

countryside and sampling delectable local fare at small city markets. 

Now, more than ever, is the time to earmark vacation experiences that 

we have been dreaming about in preparation for the day when we can 

pack our bags and head out once more. Yes, we will travel again.
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Munich
This flourishing city is the 

perfect haven for nature lovers, 

beer fans, and car enthusiasts 

alike. Outdoor summer fun, 

fall festivals including the 

famous Oktoberfest, and cozy 

winter markets are just some 

of Munich’s festivities that 

welcome visitors all year long. 

Bavaria’s capital, Munich, boasts a world-

famous beer culture from the ever-

popular Oktoberfest to the traditional 

breweries, beer gardens, halls, and cellars 

that fill the city. Trace the history of 

Bavaria’s beer, sample delicious food, and 

learn local secrets on this unforgettable 

walking tour. Germany and especially 

Bavaria are known worldwide for their 

good beers and no trip is complete 

without taking advantage of them. 

EVENING BEER AND  

FOOD WALKING TOUR

LET’S GO!

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MUCTOP&servid=WALBAF&tgsupid=MUCTOP&tgservid=WALBAF&path=Products/TUR/MUC&title=Munich%20Evening%20Beer%20and%20Food%20Walking%20Tour%20-%203%20hours


Marienplatz, the city’s most 

famous square, is the heart 

of bustling Munich and is 

architcturlly dominated by the 

striking neo-gothic New Town 

Hall, Neues Rathaus.

Get in touch with the Bavarian 

food culture during this workshop 

in the Haidhausen neighborhood 

in eastern Munich by learning 

how to make the classic ‘Brezen 

+ Obazda’, pretzels and cheese 

spread. Learn the background of 

Bavarian pretzels before baking 

the delicious treat, making the 

accompanying cheese spread, and 

enjoying a fresh Bavarian beer.

MARIENPLATZ

PRIVATE PRETZL 

WORKSHOP IN A 

LOCAL HOME
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LET’S GO!

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MUCTOP&servid=PVTPWL&tgsupid=MUCTOP&tgservid=PVTPWL&path=Products/TUR/MUC&title=Private%20Pretzl%20Workshop%20in%20a%20Local%20Home%20-%202.5%20Hours


BERCHTESGADEN  

NATIONAL PARK

Head for a hike in the gorgeous 

corner of Bavaria that is 

Berchtesgaden National Park.



Have a pint at one of Munich’s 

most famous breweries, 

Hofbräuhaus.

HOFBRÄUHAUS 
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Nuremberg
The capital of Franconia is a city that 

has lived through momentous world 

events, from the time of the Holy 

Roman Empire to the 20th century. 

The Altstadt (Old Town) is still 

encircled by walls, and is watched 

by the Kaiserburg castle from a 

promontory on the north side.



A 360 view of Nuremberg 

awaits atop this 14th 

century castle.

KAISERBERG  
CASTLE
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Learn about the history of the Nuremberg bratwurst on this 

entertaining tour and get answers to questions such as: How 

long have the citizens of Nuremberg eaten bratwurst? Why 

are the sausages so small? Why are they always served in even 

numbers on a plate, but in threes in a bun?

PRIVATE NUREMBERG SAUSAGE 

WALKING TOUR

LET’S GO!

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MUCTOP&servid=NURPSA&tgsupid=MUCTOP&tgservid=NURPSA&path=Products/TUR/MUC&title=Private%20Nuremberg%20Sausage%20Walking%20Tour%20-%201.5%20hours%20-%


GINGERBREAD

BAKING CLASS

With its scrumptious spices, 

honey, and a plethora of nuts, 

gingerbread was considered a 

holy food for centuries. In this 

afternoon baking class, take in the 

stories and secrets of Nuremberg 

gingerbread and make your own 

batch to take home or to enjoy 

with friends and family!

11

LET’S GO!

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MUCTOP&servid=NURGIN&tgsupid=MUCTOP&tgservid=NURGIN&path=Products/TUR/MUC&title=Nuremberg%20Gingerbread%20Baking%20Class%20-%201.5%20Hours%20-%203%3A


Füssen
Nestled at the foot of the 

Alps, tourist-busy Füssen is 

the southern climax of the 

Romantic Road, with the nearby 

castles of Neuschwanstein and 

Hohenschwangau the highlight of 

many a southern Germany trip.

12



Take a day trip to visit King 

Ludwig’s royal castles, most 

notably the Neuschwanstein 

Castle that served as 

inspiration for Disneyland’s 

recreation.

NEUSCHWANSTEIN 
CASTLE



On the Romantic Road in Middle Franconia, Rothenburg ob der 

Tauber is one of those sweet old towns that doesn’t seem quite 

real at first glance. To enter, you pass through a defensive system 

of more than 40 towers that are much as they were when King 

of Sweden and Count of Tilly were in town 400 years ago. They 

guard an idyllic town of plush patrician houses and half-timbered 

dwellings with turrets, wooden bay windows, red roof tiles, and 

blooming flower boxes.

Rothenburg ob der Tauer

TAUBERBRÜCKE 
BRIDGE

Check out the 

Tauberbrücke bridge that is 

straight out of a storybook.



PLÖNLEIN

If there’s one image that 

encapsulates Rothenburg, it’s 

this fork in the road on Untere 

Schmiedgasse.
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Berlin
One of the world’s foremost 

centers of art, fashion, 

design, and everything in 

between, Berlin’s impeccable 

infrastructure makes it easy to 

explore a range of museums, 

restaurants, bars, clubs, and 

cafes in this cosmopolitan 

yet unpretentious city. With a 

legendary nightlife, Berlin is 

entertaining throughout night 

and day.

 



Grand history and incredible 

architecture combine for an 

awe-inspiring experience.

You can’t leave Germany without 

trying its world-famous beer. 

Embark on a Craft Beer and 

Breweries tour where you will 

learn all about the brewing 

process and visit three of the 

most exciting bars in Berlin. 

The tour differs from night to 

night with the newest bars and 

freshest brews being featured so 

everyone will have an exclusive 

experience.  

BERLIN

CATHEDRAL

CRAFT BEER AND  

BREWERIES  

WALKING TOUR

17

LET’S GO!

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MUCTOP&servid=BERCRA&tgsupid=MUCTOP&tgservid=BERCRA&path=Products/TUR/MUC&title=Craft%20Beer%20and%20Breweries%20Walking%20Tour%20-%203%20hrs%20-%206


Roam the charming western city center of Berlin, a neighborhood 

that was already bustling with life and called the ‘New West’ a 

century ago. On this customized food sampling excursion, your 

private guide will offer you plenty of samples including cake and 

chocolate, coffee specialties, German sausages, international 

cuisine, snacks, delicacies, and healthy food. Round out the tour 

with a full orientation of the exquisite food floor of the grand historic 

KaDeWe luxury department store. 

PRIVATE BERLIN FOOD SAMPLING 

WALKING TOUR

LET’S GO!

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MUCTOP&servid=BERPFS&tgsupid=MUCTOP&tgservid=BERPFS&path=Products/TUR/MUC&title=Private%20Berlin%20Food%20Sampling%20Walking%20Tour%20-%203%20Hours


Wander through the gardens 

of Charlottenburg Palace.

CHARLOTTENBURG 

PALACE
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On the Elbe river in the 

state of Saxony, Dresden is 

a city of Baroque wonders 

that have been resurrected 

since the war. Lovers of 

architecture are spoiled 

for choice with historic 

wonders at every turn.

Dresden

SEMPEROPER

Dresden’s resplendent 

opera house is renowned as 

one of the most beautiful in 

the world.



FRAUENKIRCHE CHURCH

Walk around the stunning Frauenkirche Church, a brilliant example 

of restored baroque architecture in the post-World War II era.
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At a glance, Frankfurt can appear 

something of an urban jungle. 

Although only fifth in size among 

German cities, it is the country’s 

financial powerhouse, evidenced 

by the skyscrapers that pierce the 

sky and dominate the topography. 

But delve a little deeper and you’ll 

discover a city that is also teeming 

with character.

Frankfurt

OLD TOWN  
FRANKFURT

Take a tour of the picture 

perfect old town that was 

painstakingly reconstructed 

after it was levelled by 

bombing during WWII.



WINES OF

RÜDESHEIM  

Close to Frankfurt lies one of 

Germany’s most well-loved 

wine-growing regions that 

favors the deliciously crisp 

Riesling. Luxuriate in a day 

full of wine tasting, explore 

the charming white-washed 

buildings in the town, and take a 

boat tour of castles along  

the Rhine. 

23

LET’S GO!

https://www.avantidestinations.com/day_by_days/wines_of_rudesheim.html


Cologne
On the Rhine, Cologne 

is a cultural capital and 

university city enriched 

with more than 2,000 years 

of history. In Roman times 

Cologne was in charge of 

a province, and ancient 

vestiges bubble through the 

city’s surface at medieval 

Romanesque churches 

and the gripping Romano-

Germanic Museum.



Visit the impressive Cologne 

Cathedral, whose Gothic 

architecture and immense 

twin towers make it the most-

visited landmark in Germany.

� COLOGNE 
CATHEDRAL
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Enjoy Cologne’s traditional kneipen (pubs) with a 

kölsch beer and mouthwatering halve Hahn—rye 

bread spread with gouda cheese.

KNEIPEN



Secure your “love lock” to the 

Hohenzollern Bridge.

THE RHINE
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Hamburg
Hamburg, the largest city in Germany 

after the capital of Berlin, lies at the 

head of the long funnel-shaped estuary 

of the River Elbe. Its location makes it 

an important link between the sea and 

Germany’s network of inland waterways 

and numerous islands. The city is best 

known for its famous harbor area, the 

Port of Hamburg. 



Visit the sister cities of Bremen and Bremerhaven to discover 

unusual maritime attractions and explore the German 

Emigration Center that tells the stories of 7.2 million emigrants 

who departed from Bremerhaven to the New World. Germany’s 

largest port of emigration just might be the perfect place for 

you to delve more deeply into your own heritage. 

BREMEN & BREMERHAVEN  

REGIONAL HIGHLIGHT

29

LET’S GO!

https://www.avantidestinations.com/day_by_days/bremen_bremerhaven.html


In this, the capital of Baden-Württemberg, city slickers and 

down-to-earth country kids walk hand in hand, with no need to 

compromise. Stuttgart was also the city of car-making royalty, as 

the place where the first car and motorcycle were invented by Karl 

Benz and Gottlieb Daimler respectively.

Stuttgart

SCHLOSSPLATZ

Picnic in the hub of 

Stuttgart, Palace Square.



KILLESBERGTURM

Climb the 40-meter cable-

stayed tower for stunning 

and far-reaching views of 

the city and the surrounding 

Neckar Valley.
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Up there with Germany’s favorite 

tourist destinations, Heidelberg 

is a historic university town that 

has survived unscathed since the 

18th century. You have to come 

for the Baroque architecture 

and the phenomenal ruins of the 

Renaissance castle, which for 

hundreds of years was home to 

the Imperial Prince Electors of 

Heidelberg.

Heidelberg

ALDSTADT

Walk through the 

glorious old town 

that is the heart of 

historic Heidelberg.



Immerse yourself in the 

local cuisine as a guest 

of Heidelberg locals for a 

home-cooked meal. Enjoy 

a regional, seasonal meal 

during your evening at home 

with plenty of chat and 

laughter. There is no better 

way to get to know a country 

than by conversing with 

locals in their homes.

MEET THE  

HEIDELBERGERS  

- DINNER IN A 

PRIVATE HOME 

33

LET’S GO!

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=HEIEEC&servid=PVTDIN&tgsupid=HEIEEC&tgservid=PVTDIN&path=Products/TUR/HEI&title=Meet%20the%20Heidelbergers%20-%20Dinner%20in%20a%20Private%20Home%20-


Freiburg is a university town and an excellent base from which 

to explore the southern side of the Black Forest. The cheerful 

town sits at the bottom of the Black Forest’s wooded slopes and 

vineyards, and it is chock-full of gabled, half-timbered houses and 

twisting cobblestone streets. Freiburg has been named Germany’s 

warmest city, with unusually high levels of sunshine. 

Freiburg

FREIBURG GATE

Wander through gabled, 

half-timbered houses 

and twisting cobblestone 

streets.



Explore the seasonal offerings at a local market and learn what the 

locals eat on this culinary walking tour. Taste a variety of samples 

as the expert culinary guide answers questions about the Freiburg 

farmer’s market. Meet local farmers, see which fruits and vegetables 

are in season, and learn where to find the best cup of coffee in town. 

PRIVATE FREIBURG CULINARY  

FARMERS MARKET WALKING TOUR

35

LET’S GO!

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MUCTOP&servid=PVTFFM&tgsupid=MUCTOP&tgservid=PVTFFM&path=Products/TUR/MUC&title=Private%20Freiburg%20Culinary%20Farmers%20Market%20Walking%20Tour%20-


Baden-Baden, one of Europe’s 

most fashionable spa towns, is 

an ideal base for exploring the 

Black Forest and the perfect 

place to stay for maximum 

pampering. Located in the 

rolling hills of the northern part 

of the forest, the 19th–century 

town is filled with striking Belle 

Époque-era architecture and 

old-world luxury.

Baden-
Baden



Escape to the leisure capital 

of the Black Forest that 

Europe’s elite have flocked to 

since Roman times.
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Black Forest
Ever wanted to visit the setting 

of the fairy tales written by the 

Brothers Grimm? Legend has it 

they were inspired by Germany’s 

Black Forest (Schwarzwald). Its 

dense, evergreen forests and 

charming villages are certainly 

reminiscent of childhood wonders 

and make for a nostalgic and 

otherworldly experience.

38

Discover the unique atmosphere 

of the Black Forest and the 

enchanting Lake Titisee. 

Surrounded by forest and low 

mountains, the lake is an idyllic 

place to take in the natural 

setting. Get a closer look at the 

forest and lakeside views on a 

handpicked hike and make sure 

to try a sample of delicious  

Black Forest cherry cake before 

your journey ends.

TITISEE REGIONAL 

HIGHLIGHT

LET’S GO!

https://www.avantidestinations.com/day_by_days/titisee_regional_highlight.html


Learn the secrets behind the famous Black Forest cake during 

this interesting cooking demonstration with a talented instructor. 

First mentioned in writing in 1934, the cherry chocolate cake has 

skyrocketed to international fame over the years. Watch your 

instructor make and decorate the mouthwatering cake before 

enjoying a decadent sample slice. 

PRIVATE BLACK FOREST CAKE  

DEMONSTRATION AT HOFGUT  

STERNEN (BREITNAU) 

39

LET’S GO!

 

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_information?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=MUCTOP&servid=PVCBFC&tgsupid=MUCTOP&tgservid=PVCBFC&path=Products/TUR/MUC&title=Private%20Black%20Forest%20Cake%20Demonstration%20at%20Hofgut%20Stern


See You Soon!
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